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1. INTRODUCTION 

Between 17th September and 1st October 2004, staff of the Surrey County Archaeological Unit

(SCAU) carried out an archaeological watching brief during the groundworks on the land at East 

Dorincourt, Kingston Vale, Kingston-upon-Thames (see fig 1). This work followed on from the

recommendations of the Written Scheme of Investigation (Shaikhley 2004), which were agreed

by Greater London Archaeological Advisory Service (GLAAS). 

The work was undertaken on behalf of Beaufield Homes, and GLAAS was notified of the 

start of the fieldwork.

2. METHODOLOGY

A geotechnical investigation was undertaken at the site in May 2004, which comprised three 

machine dug test pits. SCAU attended during this work is order to examine the current state of 

ground disturbance at the site. Intact stratigraphic sequences were revealed within the test pits, 

and this ensured that the subsequent watching brief would be of benefit, as any potential 

archaeological material that might exist within the site, would not have already been removed by 

previous, 19th/ 20th century, ground works.

The watching brief was to consist of observations by a qualified archaeologist of all

ground works associated with the new build in particular the reduction of ground levels (down to 

undisturbed natural geology) over the footprint of each of the new houses (see A & B on fig 2).

Prior to the start of the excavations the site had been stripped of turf and topsoil.

Observations during the reduced level groundworks were only possible in relation to the 

new house (A) on the north-east side of the plot, due to the late notification of the 

commencement of the groundworks associated with the other house (B). It was possible, 

however, to examine the sections exposed in the area of the second house (B).

The natural gradient of the site dropped from the north-west to south-east side, with a 

maximum drop of roughly 4m, and the main groundworks consisted of cutting into this slope to 

create a level base for the construction work. The groundworks were carried out using a small

tracked excavator equipped with a 3ft/90cm wide toothed bucket, which removed the soil in

deep, uneven spits.
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3. OBSERVATION AND RECORDING

The excavating groundworks resulted in two plots, each cut into the site, with the sections at the

north-west end c.1.1m to 1.2m deep and c.20cm deep at the south-east end. The stratigraphy 

exposed in the area of house A was as follows:  The upper layer comprised gravel in a mid

orange/brown clay matrix, c.45cm deep, with some modern brick fragments. This overlay an 

orange/grey mottled clay with some gravel which decreased in density with depth. This layer

was apparent until the base of the section, and is believed to represent the natural underlying 

geology of Claygate Beds.

Observations were made during the excavation of the majority of the area of house A. No 

features were noted during the groundworks, although the conditions were not ideal for this,

however, a flint blade of Mesolithic or Neolithic date, a cortical flake and a piece of burnt flint 

were collected during the observations. These were collected from the north-west end of the 

excavation plot from within the upper gravel layer.

In addition to this a few broken sherds of 18th/19th century Willow pattern pottery were

collected from the south-east end of plot A, where the area had only been stripped of turf and 

topsoil.

No finds were made in relation to plot B. The stratigraphy, as exposed in the sections, 

varied slightly from that of plot A. The upper layer (c.30cm) comprised a mid brown sandy 

subsoil with occasional gravel, over a mid brown, becoming pale yellow/brown mottled sand to

the base of the section. Similar variations in the geology were encountered during the 

geotechnical survey carried out in May 2004. This variation was indicated to be characteristic of

Claygate Beds geology.

4. CONCLUSION

The few finds recovered from this watching brief, are further evidence of the wide spread of 

Mesolithic and Neolithic material recorded from this area (see GLSMR nos. 020858, 020857, 

020860, 020969, & 031725). The good condition of the blade suggests that it was found within

or at least close to its original place of deposition. No features were noted within the plot

examined, although this could as likely be due to difficulties in identifying such features during 

this type groundworks, as to an absence of any archaeological features. 
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In conclusion no further work is recommended in relation to this site, however, it is felt

that the result should encourage further, and more controlled fieldwork in the area, should such 

opportunities arise.

The full archive will be deposited within 6 months of this report issue with the Museum

of London.
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